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PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the
Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for Phase I
Investigations. Copies of these guidelines may be obtained froa
the Office of Chief of Engineers, Washington, D. C. 20314. The
purpose of a Phase I Investigation is to identify expeditiously
those dams which may pose hazards to human life or property. The
assessment of the general condition of the dam is based upon
available data and visual inspections. Detailed investigation, and
analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface investigations,
testing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond the scope
of a Phase I Investigation; however, the investigation is intended to
identify any need for such studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the reported
condition of the dam is based on observations of field conditions at
the time of inspection along with data available to the inspection
team. In cases where the reservoir was lowered or drained prior to
inspection, such action, while improving the stability and safety of
the dam, removes the normal load on the structure and may obscure
certain conditions which might otherwise be detectable if inspected
under the normal operating environment of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends on
numerous and constantly changing internal and external conditions,
and is evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect to asstme that
the present condition of the dam will continue to represent the
condition of the dam at same point in the future. Only through
frequent inspections can unsafe conditions be detected and only
through continued care and maintenance can these conditions be
prevented or corrected.

Phase I inspectins are not intended to provide detailed hydrologic
and hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the established Guidelines,
the Spillway Test flood is based on the estimated "Probable Maxini
Flood" for the region (greatest reasonably possible storm runoff), or
fractions thereof. Because of the magnitude and rarity of such a
storm event, a finding that a spillway will not pass the test flood
should not be interpreted as necessarily posing a highly inadequate
condition. The test flood provides a measure of relative spillway
capacity and serves as an aid in determning the need for more detailed
hydrologic and hydraulic studies, considering the size of the dam, its
general condition and the downstream damage potential.
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PHASE I REORT
NATIONAL DAM SAFETY PROGRAM

BRIEF ASSESSMU OF DAM

Name of Dam: Steers Mill Dam
State: Virginia
Location: Dinwiddie County
USGS QUAD sheet: Petersburg, Virginia
Coordinates: Lat 370 7.8' Long 770 29.3'
Date of Inspection: April 21, 1981

Steers Mill! Dan is a buttressed concrete structure approximately

220 ft long and 18 ft high. The dan is an overflow structure with

the entire length of dam serving as a spillway. A 38 ft wide emergency

spillway is located at the right abutment, 0.5 ft above the crest of

the spillway. The dam is a small size structure and is assigned a

significant hazard classification. The dam is located on Hatcher

Run, in Dinwiddie County, Virginia. The lake is used for a grist mill

operation and recreation and is owned and maintained by Mr. H. Lander-

Allen.

Based on the criteria established by the Department of the Army,

Office of the Chief of Engineers (OCE), the appropriate Spillway

Design Flood (SDF) for the dam is the 100 Year Flood. 'The spillway

will pass 10 percent of the Probable Maximn Flood (PMF) or 44 percent

of the SDF without overtopping the non-overflow section. The 100 Year

Flood will overtop the non-overflow section to a depth of 2.1 ft

maximun, with a maxim= velocity of 6.1 fps, and water will flow over

the dan for 12 hours. Flows are not considered detrimental to the

dan and abutments. The spillway is rated inadequate, but not seriously

inadequate.

---
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2 The visual inspection did not reveal any problems which would

require immediate attention. An accurate check on the stability

of the dam could not be made since there were no design data nor

construction records available. , It is recommended that the owner

engage the services of a Professional Engineering firm to perform

a stability analysis in order to evaluate the stability of the dam

and modify as necessary. The structural cracks observed in the

counterforts (particularly No. 3) should be examined during this

study and repairs made as determined necessary. Based upon the type

materials present in the abutments and past performance during flooding,

overtopping of the dam during the SDF is not considered detrimental to

the dam and abutments. An emergency operation and warning plan should

be developed. Furthernre, a staff gage should be installed to monitor

water levels. ,Spalling concrete and scattered cracking on the dam should

be repaired including the damaged overflow section beside counterfort

No. 11 -Trees and other vegetation in the emergency spillway should

be remov&d. Scouring observed at counterforts No. 8 and 9 should be

examined annually to verify that the footings are not being undermined.

-2-
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SECTION I - PRO= INFORMATION

1. 1 General:

1.1.1 Authority: Public Law 92-367, 8 August 1972, authorized

the Secretary of the Army, through the Corps of Engineers, to initiate

a national program of safety inspection of dams throughout the United

States. The Norfolk District has been assigned the responsibility of

supervising the inspection of dams in the Ccuonwealth of Virginia.

1.1.2 Purpose of Inspection: The purpose is to conduct a

Phase I inspection according to the Recommended Guidelines for Safety

Inspection of Dams (see Reference 1, Appendix V). The main

responsibility is to expeditiously identify those dams which may be

a potential hazard to human life or property.

1.2 Project Description:

1.2.1 Dam and Appurtenances: Steers Mill Dam is a buttressed

concrete overflow structure approximately 220 ft long and 18 ft high.*

An additional 25 fti of cutoff wall extends beneath the millhouse.

The dam is 1.5 ft wide at the crest and is buttressed with 2 ft thick

buttresses inclined at 45 to 600 on the downstream face of the dam.

The entire dam is an overflow section except at the abutment walls.

(See Plate 2, Appendix I) The crest of the dam is at elevation 129 msl

and the abutment walls have a top elevation of 132 msl.

A water turbine and intake are located in the dam in a turbine house

approximately 75 ft form the left abutment. The turbine operates a grist

mill located at the left abutment. The turbine intake is located approxi-

* Height is measured from the top of the dam to the downstream toe
at the centerline of the stream.

-5-



mately 30 ft upstream of the dam face anO was rexrtud to be a -4 :ic:.

pipe with a slide gate. The turbine discharge opening is a 4 ft > 4 ft

opening on the downstream face of the dam (see Photcgraph 5, A .: -, x 11).

The emergency spillway (EMS) is a rock channel located at the

right abutment, with a crest elevation of 129.5 msl. The emrgency

spillway is 38 ft wide, has 2H:lV side slopes on the right side and

a vertical wall on the left side (see Plate 2, Appendix I). The FXS

is in a cut section. The approach channel to the 0,1S is approximately

30 ft long at a gentle slope rising up to the control section. The dis-

charge channel falls away from the control section at a mild slope and

intersects the stream approximately 100 ft downstream of the dam.

1.2.2 Location: Steers Mills Dam is located on Hatcher Run

approximately 7 miles southwest of Petersburg, Virginia. (See Plate

1, Appendix I)

1.2.3 Size Classification: The dam is classified as a "small"

size structure based on its height and maximum lake storage potential.

1.2.4 Hazard Classification: The dam is located in a rural

area, however, based upon the proximity of one inhabited structure

located one mile downstream, the dam is assigned a "significant"

hazard classification. rhe hazard classification used to categorize a

dam is a function of location only and has nothing to do with its

stability or probability of failure.

1.2.5 Ownership: The dam is owned and maintained by Mr. H.

Lander-Allen, Jr. of Petersburg, Virginia.

1.2.6 Purpose: Grist mill operation and recreation.

1.2.7 Design and Construction History: There was no information

available concerning the design and construction of this structure.

According to the owner the dam was constructed in 1923 by Mr. Albert

Steer.
-6-



1. 2.8 Normal Operational Procedures: The dam is an overflow

type structure, therefore, water rising above the crest of the over-

flow section is autcmatically discharged downstream. Normal pool is

maintained at elevation 129.1 msl at the crest of the dam. Flood

discharges which cannot be absorbed by storage and the dam, flow

through the emrgency spillway at pool elevations above 129.5 msl.

The 24 inch diamter turbine inlet gate is manually operated, and is

used to operate the turbine or to lower the lake below normal pool.

1.3 Pertinent Data:

1.3.1 Drainage Area: The drainage area is 32.6 square miles.

1.3.1 Discharge at Dam Site: According to Mr. Lander-Allen

the maxinun known flood at the dam site occurred in October, 1979

with a maximu pool level of 4.5 ft above the dam. This corresponds

to an approximate discharge of 8800 CFS.

Overflow Section Discharge:

Pool Elevation at non-overflow section (elev. 132) 4200 CFS

Emergency Spillway Discharge:

Pool Elevation at non-overflow section (elev. 132) 220 CFS

-
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1.3.3 Dam and Reservoir Data: See Table 1.1, below:

Table 1. 1 - DAM AND RESERVOIR DATA

Reservoir

Storage

Elevation Voltme
feet Area Acre Watershed length

Iten rml Acres Feet Inches Miles

Crest of Non-Overflow
Section 132 57 253 .15 1.2

Emergency Spillway
Crest 129.5 33 137 .08 1.06

Crest of Overflow
Section 129 24 120 .07 1.0

Streambed at Down-
stream Toe of Dam 114 - - - -

-8-



SECTrION 2 - ENGINE G DATA

2.1 Dsg: There is no design data available.

2.2 Construction: No cnstruction records are available. The

dam was constructed as an overflow structure with the entire width

of the dam acting as a spillway. The emergency spillway was

constructed around the bedrock outcrops existing at the right abutment.

According to the owner the dam originally consisted of an earth

ebtankment with mill structure in pre-Civil War days. The mill was

burned during the Civil War. The concrete gravity dam and millhouse

were constructed in 1923 by Mr. Albert Steer.

2.3 Evaluation: There is insufficient information to accurately

evaluate foundation conditions and dan stability.

-9- _



SE'ION 3 - VISUAL INSPET"ION

3.1 Findings: At the time of inspection the dam was in fair

ondition. Field observations are outlined in Appendix III.

3.1.1 General: An inspection was made on April 21, 1981 and the

weather was sunny and clear with a temperature of 600 F. The pool

and tailwater levels at the time of inspection were 129 msl and

114 msl respectively, which corresponds to normal pool and tailwater

elevations. Ground conditions were dry at the time of inspection.

No previous inspection reports were available.

3.2 Dam and Appurtenances: No seepage or leakage was observed

through the foundation or the structure. However, flow was observed

through bedrock joints below the dam, therefore it would be possible

for seepage to occur through the underlying bedrock. Water was flowing

over the crest of the spillway at most locations, consequently any

existing seepage or leakage would be difficult to detect.

The base of the dam appears to rest primarily on slightly weathered

granite bedrock, but at several locations may rest on very large

boulders. The buttresses or counterforts rest on bedrock and very

large boulders. It could not be determined if the dam is keyed into

bedrock. The owner stated that he was told it did and some blasting

was required during excavation. Threaded dowells were located in

several boulders adjacent to the turbine structure and two 8 inch

deep 2 inch diameter drill holes were located in the bedrock at the

end of Counterforts No. 6 and 7, (see Sheet 1, Appendix III). Some

scouring of the ooncrete-rock contact was observed on both sides of

Counterforts Nos. 8 and 9, hever, the scour did not extend beneath

the footings.

-lO-_
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The right abutment includes large outcrops of slightly to

moderately weathered granite, granular residual soils consisting

of silty sand (SM) materials, and boulders. Residual soils were

exposed in the left abutment and outcrops occur in the lower portion.

The only erosion noted was under the millhouse at the left abutment as

a result of past high water. This erosion did not appear to hinder

the stability or satisfactory performance of the dam.

The dam crest indicated signs of spalling concrete in several

areas. Damage was also noted in the overflow section of Counterfort

No. 11, (see Photograph No. 4, Appendix II). Some weathering and

spalling was also observed on the counterforts and face of the dam.

Severe cracking was observed on Counterfort No. 3, while less

obvious cracking was noted at several other locations.

The emergency spillway had small tree growth and scattered

vegetation throughout the length of the approach and discharge channels.

The turbine intake valve on the intake pipe was in good operating

condition according to Mr. Lander-Allen, since it has been in use

to operate the turbine and grist mill the past several years.

3.1.3 Reservir Area: The reservoir area was free of debris

and the perimeter was wooded on all sides (Overview Photograph,

Page 4). The reservoir is located in a natural valley with side

slopes at approximately 4H:lV. Sediment build-up in the upper reaches,

was reported by the owner.

-11-
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3.1.4 Downstren Area: The downstream channel is located in a

narrow flood plain with 5H:IV side slopes above the channel banks

(Photograph No. 7, Appendix II). The channel is approximately 2 ft

deep with IH:IV side slopes. A bridge crosses the stream approximately

100 ft downstream. One existing dwelling and one dwelling under

construction approximately one mile below the dam are situated within

the flood plain.

3.1.5 Instrumentation: No instrumentation (monuments, observation

wells, piezcmeters, etc.) was enountered for the structure. A staff

gage was not observed.

3.2 Evaluation: Overall, the dam was in fair condition at the

time of the inspection.

3.2.1 Dmn and Spillway: Spalling concrete and scattered cracking

on the dam should be repaired. Structural cracks in the counterforts

should be examined by a Professional Engineer and repairs made as

determined necessary. The trees and other vegetation in the emergency

spillway should be removed in order to maintain maxinum efficiency and

maintained in the future. The overflow section is functioning well.

A staff gage should be installed to monitor water levels. Soouring

observed at counterforts No. 8 and 9 should be examined annually to

verify that the footings are not being undermined. The erosion beneath

the millhouse does not require any special attention.

3.2.2 Downstream Area: A breach in the Steers Mill Dam during

extreme flooding could create a hazard to the downstream dwelling.

-12-
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SECTICN 4 - OPERATICNAL PIOCEDURES

4.1 Procedures: The normal storage pool is elevation 129.1 msl

or 0.1 ft above the crest of the overflow section. The lake provides

recreation as its principal use and operates a water turbine. Water

passes automatically over the overflow section as the water level in

the reservoir rises above the dam crest. Water will also pass

autcnatically through the emergency spillway when the water level in

the reservoir reaches elevation 129.5 msl. A 24 inch slide gate

valve on the turbine intake structure is provided to draw down the

reservoir from normal pool and operates the turbine.

4.2 Maintenance of Dam and Appurtenances: Maintenance is the

responsibility of the owner. Maintenance oonsists of inspection,

debris removal and repair. Maintenance is not routinely performed.

4.3 Warning System: At the present time, there is no warning

system or evacuation plan for the dam.

4.4 Evaluation: The dam and appurtenances are in fair operating

condition, however, maintenance of the dam was not adequate.

An emergency operation and warning plan should be developed. It

is recommended that a formal emergency procedure be prepared and

furnished to all operating personnel. This should include:

a. How to operate the dam during an emergency.

b. Who to notify, including public officials, in case

evacuation fran the downstream area is necessary.

-13-
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SECTICN 5 - HYDRAULICS/HYDROLOGIC DATA

5.1 Design: Steers Mill Dam was designed as a single purpose

dam. Hydrologic and hydraulic data are not available.

5.2 Hydrologic Records: There are no records available.

5.3 Flood Experience: According to Mr. Lander-Allen, the

maximum pool elevation was 133.5 msl in October, 1979.

5.4 Flood Potentials: In accordance with the established

guidelines, the Spillway Design Flood is based on the estimated

"Probable Maximum Flood" for the region (flood discharges that may

be expected fra the most severe corrbination of critical meterologic

and hydrologic conditions that are reasonably possible in the region),

or fractions thereof. The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) and PMF and

100 year flood hydrographs were developed by the HEC-I method

(Reference 4, Appendix V). Precipitation amounts for the flood

hydrograph of the PMF and 100 year flood were taken from U. S. Weather

Bureau Information (Reference 5 and 6, Appendix V). Appropriate

adjustments for basin size and shape were accounted for. These inflow

hydrographs were routed through the reservoir to determine maxinum pool

elevations.

5.5 Reservoir Regulations: For routing purposes, the pool at

the beginning of flood was assumed to be at elevation 129 msl.

Reservoir stage-storage data and stage-discharge data were comuted

from field measurements and existing U.S.G.S. topographic maps.

Floods were routed through the reservoir using the overflow section

discharge up to a pool storage elevation of 129.5 msl and a combined

overflow section and emergency spillway discharges for pool elevations

-14-
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above 129.5 msl. Discharges above pool elevations 132 msl were

routed over the non-overflow section of the dam in addition to the

overflow section and emergency spillway.

5.6 Overtopping Potential: The predicted rise of the reservoir

pool and other pertinent data were determined by routing the flood

hydrographs through the reservoir as previously described. The results

for the flood conditions PMF, PMF and 100 year flood are shown in

the following Table 5.1:

TABLE 5.1 - RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE

Hydrograph

Normal 100 Yr.
Flow Flood PMF P!F

Peak Flow, CFS

Inflow 32 10,600 23,241 46,481
Outflow 32 10,582 23,196 46,394

Maximun Pool Elevation

Ft, nsl 129.1 134.1 137.4 142.8

Non-Overflow Section
(Elev 132 rsl)

Depth of Flow, Ft - 2.1 5.4 10.8
Duration, Hours - 12 9 12
Velocity, fps * - 6.1 9.8 13.8

Tailwater Elevation
Ft, msl 114 121.6 130.1 137.5

SCritical velocity

-15-
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5.7 Reservoir Emptying Potential: A 24 inch diameter gate at

elevation 119 msl is capable of lowering the reservoir through the

turbine outlet. Assuming that the lake is at normal pool elevation

(129.1 msl) and there is 32 cfs inflow, it would take approximately

7 days to lower the reservoir to elevation 123.5. Below elevation 123.5

inflow is greater than outflow. This is equivalent to an approximate

drawdown rate of 0.8 ft/day based on the hydraulic height measured

fron normal pool to the invert of the drawdown pipe divided by the

time to dewater the reservoir.

5.8 Evaluation: The U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers' guidelines

indicate the appropriate Spillway Design Flood (SDF) for a small size,

significant hazard darn is the 100 year to PMF. Because of the risk

involved, the 100 Year Flood has been selected as the SDF. The non-

overflow section will pass 10 percent of the PMF without overtopping

the non-overflow section of the dam (44 percent of the SDF). During

the SDF, the dam will be overtopped by a maximum of 2.1 ft for a period

of 12 hours at a maxinum velocity of 6.1 fps.

Hydrologic data used in the evaluation pertains to present

day oonditions with no consideration given to future development.

-16-



A.

SECTION 6 - DAM STABILITY

6.1 Foundation and Abutments: The dam is located along the

eastern edge of the Piedmont physiographic province of Virginia.

The site is underlain by the Petersburg Granite of Paleozoic geologic

age. The Petersburg Granite consists of fine to coarse grained,

foliated to nonfoliated granite, but also includes granodiorite and

minor amounts of quartz mnzonite. Numerous outcrops of fresh

to slightly weathered bedrock are exposed in the stream channel and

in both abutments. Granular residual soils and boulders also occur

in the abutrents. Scattered joint sets were observed in the rock,

s~Ib - 13 ' 4O cx;Cees Lo the northwest and 75 degrees to the

northeast. Dips were essentially vertical. The state geologic map

does not indicate the presence of any faults in the site vicinity.

There is no subsurface data for this structure. The base of the

dam appears to rest on slightly weathered Petersburg Granite, but at

several locations could possibly rest on very large boulders. The

counterforts rest within bedrock and in several locations on boulders.

It could not be determined if the entire structure is keyed into

bedrock; however, the owner said he was told that the dam was excavated

into rock and some blasting was required.

Gradual consolidation of underlying materials would not be

expected during onstruction of the dam because the structure is

founded on rock. Based upon the performance history of this dam and

the bedrock exposures, a stable foundation is assumed.

-17-
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No seepage was observed along the base of the dam; however,

the toe was slightly submerged as a result of water flowing over

the crest of the dam. Flow was observed through bedrock joints

below the dam, therefore it would be possible for seepage to occur

through the underlying bedrock in those joints oriented

Perpendicular (750 NE) and oblique (40 - 480 NW) to the axis of the dam.

6.2 Evaluation:

6.2.1 Foundation and Abutments: There was no design or construction

data available for this structure therefore the foundation and abutments

can only be evaluated from visual observations. Based upon the out-

crops exposed in the streambed at the base of the structure and

immediately downstream, excessive settlement of the dam does not

appear to be a problen. Outcrops in the immediate area consist of

fairly ccpetent fresh to slightly weathered granite bedrock. Measured

attitudes indicate there are probably no adversely oriented weak joint

surfaces within the foundation rock that would act as a potential

sliding plane. If the joints observed are continuous beneath the

structure only minor seepage would be expected through them as a

result of their thickness, abundance and the small hydraulic head.

Considerable bedrock, boulders and granular residual soils are

exposed in the right abutment. Only residual soils were observed in

the left abutment, while slightly weathered bedrock is exposed just

above stream level at the base of the left abutment. The left abutment

experienced minor erosion as a result of overtopping in 1979, however,

no detrimental effects were noted. Apparently the residual soils

are dense and compact enough to prevent serious erosion. The slopes

in both abutments were considered safe and stable at the time of inspection.
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6.2.2 Stability Analysis: An accurate stability analysis

could not be made since neither contract drawings nor construction

records are available to indicate the foundation embedment. However,

an evaluation was made in accordance with Section 4.4 of Reference 1,

Appendix V. Assuming the structure resting upon a horizontal bedrock

surface with the wall of the dam and counterforts keyed into rock,

the stability was evaluated at sections through a full 45 degree

counterfort and a full 60 degree counterfort, with respect to sliding

resistance and overturning.

Water was assumed at the dam crest, and 5.5 ft over the crest

which corresponds to a 100 year flood. The analysis did not consider

end restraint. Calculations are included in Appendix IV. A factor of

safetyof aboutl.8was obtained for the sliding condition for the 450

and 600 counterforts at normal pool level conditions. A factor of safety

of abou t 2.0 was obtained for the sliding condition for both counter-

fort sections for 100 year flood pool level conditions. These factors

of safety are lower than the factor of safety of 3 required

by Reference 1, Appendix V. The stability of the structure

with respect to overturning for the two reservoir conditions was also

determined. At normal pool, the resultant of all forces does not pass

through the base for either of the counterfort sections.

A stability check of the dam is required. The owner should engage

the services of a qualified professional engineer with expertise in

Geotechnical and Structural Engineering to perform necessary studies

and design uvrk.
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During the SDF the non-overflow section will be overtopped by

2.1 ft for a 12 hr period. The velocity across the non-overflow

section is 6.1 fps and minor erosion is expected, particularly in

the left abutment. The non-overflow section was overtopped in 1979

and only minor erosion occurred in the residual soils of the left

abutment. Based upon the type materials present in the abutments

and past performance during flooding, overtopping is not considered

detrimental to the dam and abutments.

-20-
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SECTION 7 - ASSESSMENT/REEDIAL MEASURE

7.1 Dam Assessment: Sufficient engineering data is not available

to accurately assess the dam for stability. U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers

guidelines indicate the appropriate Spillway Design Flood (SDF) for this

dam is the 100 Year Flood. The spillway will pass 10 percent of the PMF

(44 percent of the SDF) without overtopping the non-overflow section

of the dam. The velocity across the non-overflow section during the

100 Year Flood is 6.1 fps and only minor erosion is expected particularly

in the left abutment. However, because the non-overflow section has been

overtopped in the past and only minor erosion occurred in the residual

soils of the left abutment, overtopping is not considered detrimental to

the dam and abutments. The overflow section is judged inadequate, but

not seriously inadequate.

Overall the dam was in fair condition at the ture of inspection.

A routine maintenace program does not exist for this structure

and there is no emergency operation and warninq plan. The visual

inspection revealed no apparent problems except structural

cracking in one counterfort and there are no imrediate needs for

remediai measures. A stability check of the acan iz requirea because tnc

structure will be subject to overturning failure under the normal pool

with ice thrust and 100 year flood loading corditions.

7.2 ReccmTended Pmedial measures: The following remedial

measures should be implemented within one year of the date of this

report:

7.2.1 Perform a stability analysis in order to evaluate the

stability of the dam and modify as necessary. The owner should engage

the services of a qualified Professional Engineering firm with expertise

in Geotechnical and Structural Engineering to perform necessary

-21-



studies and design wrk. The structural cracks observed in the

counterforts (particularly No. 3) should be examined during this study

and repairs made as determined necessary.

7.2.2 Emergency Operation and Warning Plan: It is recommnded

that a formal emergency procedure be prepared, prcminently displayed,

and furnished to all operating personnel. This should include:

1) How to operate the dam during an emergency.

2) Who to notify, including public officials, in case

evacuation from the downstream is necessary.

7.3 Required Maintenance: The following maintenace items should

be scheduled by the owner within the next twelve ronths:

7.3.1 Spalling concrete and scattered cracking on the dam should

be repaired including the damaged overflow section at C ounterfort No. 11.

7.3.2 Trees and other vegetation in the emergency spillway should

be removed and maintained on a scheduled basis in the future.

7.3.3 Scouring observed at Counterforts No. 8 and 9 should be

examined annually to verify that the footings are not being undermined.

7.3.4 A staff gage should be installed to mfonitor water levels.
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APPENDIX II

PHOTOGRAPHS



Photograph No. 1 -Overflow~ Section at Left
End of Dam, Catwalk, Turbine House and Mill (Arrow)

Photograph No. 2 -Overflow Section, Right End of Dam



Photograph No. 3 Emergency Spillway

Photograph~ No. 4 -Damaged Area of Overflow Section
(Arrow)
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Photograph No. 5 -Turbine Discharge Gate (Arrcw)

Photograph No. 6 -Turbine Intake Structure (Arrcw)
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Ph1tograph No. 7 -Downstreamn Channel
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APPENDIX IV

STABILITY ANANLYSIS

This analysis was performed in accordance with Section 4.4 of
Reference 1, Appendix V.

.
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